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Everyone today should have
one I was told. Then last
November I started to create

one but I did not fully comprehend how 
addictive they can become.  First of all you
need to sign up for a Blog (web log.)  You need
to think of a name, your blog address and it’s
then that you find out just how unoriginal you
are – because you can’t have a name that
someone else on your particular system has.

I thought I would call mine Paws for
Thought...and yes I did mean to spell it paws but
this was not possible.  At the moment I only put
things onto my blog that I find interesting that
have made me stop and think or even laugh out
loud.  If you are interested you can find me at
www.shelliem.wordpress.com – you may find out
how warped my sense of humour really is!!!

Many people from celebrities to Bishops or
everyday people you meet on the street write
blogs and hundreds of people read them.  A Blog
is a place to air your thoughts on anything you
choose and have written “conversations” with
many people about those thoughts.  It has been

witnessed through “facebook” and other sites the
power of this form of media communication – it
managed to change the Christmas Chart’s 
number 1 record from being X Factor’s finalist (
although I do feel sorry for Joe who won the X
factor and who was caught up in it all).

The Bishop of Grantham has a blog which you
may wish to view www.fatherowl.wordpress.com.
Bishop Tim has written about a variety of issues
from homelessness in Lincoln to his favourite
football team.

Blogs are useful tools because people read them
whether or not they go to church and, as a 
minister I am able to reach far more people than
just my congregation.  I am able to attempt to do
as Jesus commanded which is to go out and
spread the gospel message.

Whatever your views are “blogging” is, at the
moment, here to stay and some people even
make a living out of it.  Whilst people are no
longing interacting with each other as much as
they used to they are spending more time on
computers, the internet and in particular this
“blogging” tool.  “Blogging” is a useful way to get
your view point out to people and if people don’t
like what they read, they can comment on it or
just move to another blog.
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